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THE SASH MY FATHER WORE,
ALASTAIR M. CONNELL
MARCH 6, 1978
This was the night that Liam Conlon had
to make his decision. It had been a lonq day and
he was tired. He dragged himself wearily up Clonard
Street. There had been tension at work between some
of his fellows and some of the Protestant workers
which made the atmosphere more charged th~n usual.
Belfast was always tense, especially at t1mes of
increased terrorist activity.
Clonard was a side street off the Falls
Road, · the main artery through the Catholic ghetto.
It was similar to a hundred other Belfast streets,
lined by rows of brick houses, two small rooms upstairs and two · down, opening directly onto the sidewalk~
One or two old cars were parked uncertainly
along the street and a scattering of scruffy, noisy
children of all ages played skip rope in the middle
or used the old cast iron decorative gas lamp posts
as improvised Maypoles. Once a day a Saracen armoured
vehicle, representing the protective presence of the
British Army, rumbled along the street. The scattered
children would regroup to admire a more adventurous
spirit, follow the car with a small stone which
fortunately always fell short. These dreary streets
had been thrown up in the latter part of the 19th
century and had not changed since. The casual observer would see little difference between rows in
the Protestant and Catholic segments of the city,
although he might recognize some Protestant areas
by virtue of the red, white and blue painted on the
curbstones.
Liam had lived on Clonard Street all his
life. His father still lived in No. 28, but a year
after his marriage, he and his wife, Siobhan, had
been able to afford to rent a house and had moved
into No. 42. Apart from the different color of the
paint work and different wallpaper designs, No. 28
was indistinguishable from No. 42.
Clonard had one distinguishing feature.
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~op of the
R~demptor1sts whose

Near the

street was a monastery of the
gray Victorian front abutted
d1:ectly on the sidewalk and in the line of the red
br~ck terrace.
The monastery had served as a center
of refuge and support for nearly a century and was
playing a particularly vital role for families involved or burned out during the intermittent riotina
of the recent troubles.
~
From his infancy, the Church had played a
central, if unobtrusive, role in Liam's life, but
as the years passed, his childhood saints had become
less immanent and his devotions less frequent. His
business with God and Mary was largely fulfilled by
mumbled 40 minute masses most Sunday mornings.
However, not for one did he question the right of
the Church to guide him in matters of faith and
practice. He was, however, no bigot. He worked
for Protestant employers and had no argument with
Protestants about dogma, although admittedly he had
never studied it. Protestant theology seemed to
put such premium on intellectual assent to narrowly
defined propositions. At the same time, he had
considerable respect for his boss, stan Strachan.
Stan took his religion seriously and seemed a decent
enough man in the line of faith and practice. At
times, Liam wondered what aberration had gotten
into the Almighty that he had denied his boss the
One True Faith. More than once he had said, "Such
a decent fellow to be deprived of the solace of the
Church and the comfort of the Sacraments. More is
the pity of him." There was no sense of hatred,
no anger, no resentment. His attitude reflected
more the concern and pity one might have for a man
with one leg.
Liam had been baptised William Brendon
Conlon at st. P.e ters some 38 years before. Brendon
had been added to his name as a gesture in the
direction of the Saints, especially one who had
demonstrated such a vigorous sense of adventure
in the past. He was always known as Liam although
he also responded to the more formal William.
Billy, however, could be more embarassing. Billy
was the diminutive of William used by the Orange
Order to describe its patron saint, Ki ng William
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III, William of Orange, who had established the
Protestant succession in Britain and had finally
erased hopes of a Catholic monarchy by his defeat
of James II and his Irish allies at the Battle
of the Boyne in 1690. Throughout inner Belfast
scrawled graffiti on the ends of the terrace rows
proclaimed the slogans of the Orange Order, "Good
King Billy," "Not an inch" or "Remember 1690."
The Orange Order was probably still the
most significant political force in Ulster. With
roots well grounded in a thousand lodges in every
district and village throughout Ulster, it maintained enthusiastically and loyally its support of
the British Crown and reliance OD the Bible as its
talisman. The Order also provided a means whereby
Unionist politicians could generate a show of
force and, so it was rumored, occasiona1y intimidation to further their causes when the time was
appropriate. Each year on the 12th of July, 100,000
Ulster Orangemen, bowler hatted and sporting orange
sashes, descended on Belfast and supported by contingents from Glasgow, Liverpool and Toronto,
marched through the city with banners flying and
drums beating to the rallying field at Finaghy six
miles to the south. Year after year they listened
to the same rousing appeals to loyalty to the
Crown and faithfulness to the Bible, usually
delivered by a clergyman of inflammatory dispos i tion and appearance. Admittedly of late, the
behaviors of the Orangemen had been remarkably
well disciplined, illustrating perhaps one of
the positive effects of ubiquitous TV cameras.
There were, however, plenty of documented cases
where small groups of individuals had gone on a
rampage, burning, looting and injuring during
the marching season. It was always awesome and
often more than a little frightening.
However, worry about the Orangemen was
not Liam's concern now. It had been only two
days since Pat O'Hanlon had strolled away from
him ,saying, "Let me know in Murphy , s on We d nes d aYe "
He had lived 20 years these two days.
"Liam Conlon, you'd want to help the
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cause in your time wouldn't ye?" O'Hanlon had said
to him. "Your father, Sean, God rest his soul, was
a fine fighter in his day. B'Jesus, we still tell
of the time he drove his bread van right from Ardgl
to Carnlough loaded with ammunition. Went right
past three patrols, he did. Every loaf had ten
rounds in it. Ten loaves had revolvers baked into
them. He was a fine fellow, was Sean Conlon. Aye,
Liam, old son, you come from a fine family. You'll
want to help in your time too, won't you now?"
"Pat, we all want to make things better,

bu~ I don't know that the way you've gone about

th1ngs is best. If it's force against force, the
Prods have us two to one and all the big power
ploys as well. I don't want to get into any
trouble."
"Liam, I wouldn't want you to get into
trouble, now would I? Just want to know that
you're with us -- at least in spirit. Now Liam,
I wouldn't ask you to do anything wrong."
"Come off ito' Hanlon,'~ snapped Liam.
"What d'you want?"
"Well, now that you ask, there's just
one little thing you could do for us. , Your
Strachan Company, there is a great fortress right
in the Falls. From the fifth floor there you can
see right down the Falls and militarily that's
bad. Forbye it dominates the British checkpoint
in Northumberland Street. We've got to get rid
of that Prod fortress there."
"That's no fortress, that's a furniture
factory. The Strachans aren't your vicious Paisley!
prods. They just want to earn a living same as
the rest of us. Besides, they've never done me
any harm."
"See here, Conlon," said O'Hanlon, his
voice hardening. "They're Prods, aren't they?
You know that when it comes to the bit, they'll
revert to type. They always have, always will.
If it's them or you, who do you think they'll
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suPP?rt? They're all the same. All we want from
you 1S the key to the factory. We know you've got
it. Y~ucould look ,on it as a sort of loan. Nobody wl.II ~ver know you gave it.. You'll get it back
after the Job and you can seem just as upset as
anyone else."
,
,"You boys don't need a key. You can break
l.n easl.ly. You learned breaking in when you were
a y~ung~ter, ,O'Hanlon. Your father also left you
a f1ne l.nher1tance."
.
. "Q~Hc;tnlon . suppressed his anger at the
l.nsult.
. Can t preak in right under the noses
of a Brit checkpoint • . .we neeo to go in official
and reg~la~ like. We want .that key. ,i
'
"Yo~'re nof ~etting it, O'H~nlon.
wou ldn t do that to Mr. Str<;lchan.'"
.

I ,

, "S 0 you ' re a t ra1' tor to your cause,
Conlon. You would support the Prods instead of .
your own people." Q'Hanlon's voice .hardened, his
mouth narrowed. "You got till Wednesday evening
t9 make \lP your mind. Me.~t me il} MUl:'phy' s • " He
sauntered off.

The word traitor rang in Liam's mind.
"Traitor. Traitor." That would be the charge
if he didn't do as they wanted. The punishment
the ProvisiQnals meted out. to a , traitor was well
known. Trial was a formality, justice was sure
and there was no appeal. For a first offense the
penalty was tarring and featheripg for .. a woman . -knee capping for a man. For a second offense, a
single bullet .in the back of the head on a lonely
country road. In some ways that was the lesser
punishment. Knee .. capping, having sl?ots fired
through both . knees, left a man hopele~sly _ cripple4
for life. O'Hanlon was q known, hard man. He
meant what he said -- Traitor!
The strachan company was un~sual. TO
be sure there was nothing unusual about the five
story faded red bric~ facade decorated only by
small slightly arched plain window recesses. It
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In these misty, rainy back streets the
~elicate beauty of Irish maidenhood rapidly faded
l.n,the face o~ the relentless press'Ures of noise,
grl.me, monotony and the recurring -spectre of pove
Perhaps the me~ of Shankill ~ad a perceptible spr'
in the step wh1ch had long S1nce disappeared from
their cousins on the Falls. The constant threat
and existence of unemployment and real or assumed
discrimination had broken the spirit of many a
stalwart Falls breadwinner. For -many the search
for bread had been replaced by the thirst for alcohGl. However, the ghetto dwellers each believed
that their area was superior to the other which was
seen to be dirty, i l l kept, ' depressed and threatening. The persistence of these fictions had for
decades helped to provide Ulster industry with
a docile, hardworking, if somewhat nervous, labor
force.
Now, however, there was no doubt that
the communities 'were separate. The British Army
had built a wall of steel and barbed wire between
them. One block from the Strachan Furniture Manufacturing Company pile a triple corrugated metal
wall obstructed the street. An opening wide enough
to allow passage of only one car provided a checkpoint controlling the cross traffic of all vehicles
and pedestrians moving from one district to the
other. As O'Hanlon had said, the upper floors of
the warehouse dominated and provided excellent
observation of the checkpoint where young British
soldiers in Khaki battle denims patrolled 24 hours
a day~ bearing alertly and confidently, their
efficient Belgian automatic rifles. Patiently and
courteously, day-by-day, they performed their
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thankless duty of searching 'thoroughly under the
hoods and in the ,trunks of cars, in shopping bags
and pockets to prevent the passage of arms or explosives across the line.
What was unusual about the warehouse in
1972 was that it was almost the only building in
the lower Falls that ,had . not been ,bombed or fired.
All round were the blackened shells of burned property, shops, houses, warehouses, pubs, but for the
Strachan Furniture Company it had been business as
usual through the troubles. The owners, God fearing
evangelical churchmen, attributed it to answered
prayer. Stan strachan, the general manager, along
with his brother,' Bill, ,had inherited the then
much smaller business from their father; a hardworking" hard-nosed Ulsterman who had lived through
the troubles of the early 20's and faithfully, if
quietly, supported the Dunmurry Orange Lodge subsequently'. Stanley was not an Orangernan, but
still hallowed his father's memory and gave honoured
place to the bright orange sash he had .worn in .
parades over .' the years .
. - . Stan had done well. Business had quadrupled :over the past ten years in spite of the
troubles. He now lived in . an architect designed,
lavishly appointed ranch style home set impressively
on a hillside just south of the city limits. There
he kept his ,demure, well conditioned, plainly pretty
wife in great comfort. , In return for ,meeting her
every material need, he expected her to keep house
in the way he liked it, to be his social partner
as occasion demanded and at · other times, in or out
of the ·home, to be seen but not heard as a g~od
Ulster girl should.
He had -a well defined, moral, stylized
upbringing • . The Biblical doctrines of God, sin,
redemption, sanctifiGation and the eternal state
demanded and obtained rigid conformity to a high
moral standard. There was a Heaven to be gained
and a Hell to be , shunned. Of this Stanley .had no
doubt. The Bible was absolute and demanded unswerving attention, if not devotion, to what were
seen to be clearly defined principles. He believed
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~~ft~~uiht that al~ ,believers were 'charged with the

deed. UA ~~~~~~a:~~~ 0! the gOSP7l, in word and
a congregational formYo~f theh~cr1Ptures dictated
in this regard would be wor~ 1p and compromise
the truth of God.
apos asy and a denial of
seemed

Jesus himself was more of an enigm
d
to have behaved in pu l'
a ~n

~~dr~;;~~n~oh~i~e;~tin~ ~n~h~~i~~rn;a~:bi~~p:~~a!~~

th

1
.
u
a was all recorded in
e gospe s where the primitive truth was less
well developed than it was in the epistles. Indeed, Matthew's gospel with its account of the
Sermon on the Mount had been written by a Jew for
J~ws,and while inspired, was probably of no great~r
s~gn~ficance than the Book of Proverbs which few
ever read anyway!
-

The pervasive conditioning and reinforcement of ideas in protestant Ulster had firmly implanted the conviction that the gr.eatest . threat to
the Church of Christ was Rome. Ever .since St. Paul
had written the Epistle to the Romans, the Roman
Church had persistently and deliberately debased
the Faith~ progressively introducing nonbiblical,
worldly concepts :and practices. It had evolved
from a simple community to aggrandize itself ' into
a rapacious, politico-religious system. The dreams
of worldly power and authority of the clergy had
produced a tyranny of the soul - and the . greatest
suppression of htnnan liberty. ':Just look at the
state of peasants in South America," Stan would
argue ' as a final p~oof of his thesis. The ·southwest of Ireland .was the nearest he had been to
South America or its peasants. Limitations of personal experience, however, were never allowed to
diminish the eonfidence of his position. Since
its doubtful conception and birth, Ulster, . with
its proximity to the Catholic south, .had been
threatened by the - insatiable territorial ambitions
of power-hungry southern Bishops. ,It seem7d that
the conciliatory words of the Card1nal, Pr1mate of
all Ireland, always had a mellow seductiveness
aimed not so much at peace but at ultimate political
and religious domination and elimination of the
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faithful witness to the true Faith, in one of its
last bastions -- embattled Ulster -- 'the finest
wee province on the face of the earth.'
These strictures, however, were directed
to the system, not to individual Catholics, many of
whom he thought were fine people. It seemed that
most were inexplicably passive in their acceptance
of an irrational faith but then, in mitigation, they
had been carefully and ruthlessly conditioned by
priestcraft since early childhood. The programming
was complete in that the requirement of the Bishops
that Catholic children attend church schools limited
them from contact with the truth until adult life
when for most the process was so complete that they
were hardened forever. A few, however, might be
true believers. There were encouraging accounts
of Catholics in the South spontaneously reading
their Bibles and occasionally confessing a true
Christian faith.
There was Liarn, for instance. Liam had
come to him at age 14 for a job. He had had the
shifty-eyed look of most Catholic youngsters but
had seemed intelligent. He had started as an errand
DOY and gradually worked his way up through floor
sweeper, apprentice carpenter and carpenter to become floor manager of the carpenter's shop. He had
worked surprisingly hard. Most employees had seemed
to lose all sense of wanting to better themselves
at a fairly early stage and never got beyond floor
sweeping. Liam had gone to night school, taken
and passed all his exams in order and in spite
of the heavy load of classes, worked well and
hard by day.
stan liked Liam. He was a hardworking,
sensible fellow, although in the 23 years of their
association, he had really never gotten to know
him well. He seemed quite devout in his own way,
but Stan wished he would be more responsive. From
time to time he had given him well chosen gospel
tracts and had occasionally invited him to one or
other of the frequent revival meetings usually held
in a large tent either in the center of the city or
placed improbably on some distant farm. Liam had
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always courteously but firmly declined. Sometimes
Stan worried that he might have gi.ven Li'am too
much authority. Some of his friends and indeed
his own inclination dictated that you sh~uld nev~r
trust Catholics. Some day they would turn on you.
Inside No. 42, Liam said a perfunctory
grace before food and ate his tea glumly. Siobhan
had prepared delicious deep fried haddock freshly
in from Kilkeel. She had been baking and there was
the usual plate of highly delectable tea cakes,
each crowned with some quantity of that distinctive ,
rich, cream peculiar to Ireland.
"You're nut eating yur tea."
"No, I'm nut."
"What's wrong with you?"
"Nothing."
Siobhan lapsed into silence again as Li.
picked a long bone from his haddock.
He couldn't tell Siobhan. It would be
more than she would want to hear. He couldn't
risk asking advice of anyone else -- that would
expose him to the even more serious charg e of beinq
an informer. The penalty nteted out in the past
to some informants was beyond thinking about.
"Liam conlon, something's got into you.
What is it?"
"Nut really."
thing.

"Liam I think you're worried about same,
"
Who were you talking til?
"Oh, just Pat O'Hanlo n ."

"Pat O'Hanlon! Where did he come from?
I thought he was safely locked away inside Long
Kesh. "
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"So did I. He was released in the latest
deal with the government."
"Don't be getting into any trouble with
him. He's a wild man. Always -seems so excited
and nervy."
"Wants to talk

t~l
...

me t on~g
'h t at Murphy's."

"Now you be careful Liam Conlon don't
be 9;tting yourself into any trouble. Th~se troubles
aren t our business and I don't want you doing
something wrong."
Liam rarely went to Murphy's these days.
T~e pub stood at the corner of the Falls and Springf~eld Roads. In lieu of anything better like most
inner suburban pubs, it served as both a'social
and political meeting place. It had been bombed
three times in the past five years and remarkably
somehow or other had managed to struggle back into
business each time. It hadn't been designed for
comfort, but for -efficient communal drinking.
The bar ran almost the length -of the rectangular
room which was lined by dark, stained woodwork
relieved only by the long mirror behind the bar.
The glass of the mirror was badly cracked and
the silver peeling from round the edges. The
center carried the advertisement in tarnished
gold letters -'- 'Guinness is good for you.' A
wooden bench -lined the lounge wall and this,
apart from two small wrought iron, marble topped
tables, was the entire furniture. The rest was
standing space. Sean Rafferty, the present
owner, didn't believe in overdoing the niceties
of drinking. A man didn't want to be distracted
from his main objective. He didn't see much
need to spend effort or money on activities such
as window washing. After all, there was plenty
of rain to keep the front clean. ,After dark,
two unshaded 100 watt bulbs gave Just enough
light for a man to see his way to ~is mouth.
_
So by night or ~ay, MurP~~~~e~ni~r~~~a~~~ ~hi:~t.
vasive gloom - wh~ch cOdnitvren to develop that inner
B this time he was r
Y
glow
that d'1spe lIed the outer dullness.
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It was not that Murphy's could not be
lively. As the evening wore on, the noise level
rose, discussions became more animated and if Tommy
O'Docherty brought his fiddle there could be some
lively, if raucous, singing. Sometimes a modern
story teller, the last vestige of the shanachie
could get quiet around the bar with an old epic
or an undeveloped, untrained John McCormack could
bring a lump to the throat or a tear to the eye
with an emotional rendering of ballads of love or
war. It was a man's world -- lusty, warm, argumentative. The only women who darkened the doorstep -- and that was rare -- identified their business clearly -- by virtue of going into Murphy's.
Liam sat on the bench in the gloom in
the corner. The key was in his pocket. Should
he give it to O'Hanlon?

A little Leprechaun jumped on his shoulder
and whispered, "Why not give him the key? They'll
do the job anyway with or without your key. After
all the Strachan's don't owe you anything. You've
worked
hard for anything you've got from tern.
'
h
"
No he couldn't. Everything in hi~ knew it was
wr~ng -- yet it would be so easy! No, it was
wrong! He would tell O'Hanlon face to face and
take the consequences.
He waited. The pub wasn't busy tonight.
There wasn't anyone he knew well, the tension kepi
the regulars away. It was bound to be bombefsaga n
one of these ~ays. How thie ~ime d~~Ii~dn~-O'HanlOn!
minutes, 30 m1nutes, 45 m nu es.
, I
f
There was a loud rumble followed by a r1pp,~ 0
blast ·f rom an explosion probably about a ml. e
but that was nothing unusual. It was a
~~~~tlY event. · An hour passed . . Li~ was int~da_
his third Guinness without exper1enc1ng any s

~~~~e~~yS~~;~~ i~~a~~:n~~~~~~l~n~h~~e~~!~g~::~oe

was only 16 and had no rl.ght l.n Murp y s

Scatter," he cried excitedly. ','The
military's coming: Pierce and O'Hanlon tr1ed to t
bomb the Police Station in Ballymurphy. Bomb wen
'I
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off in their car. Pierce's body's in the car -but they can only find bits of O'Hanlon. The
military are doing a sweep and running in everyone."
.
Li,am ,rose ~~owly. , T~enty years dropped
from h1S shoulders. He walked round to Clonard
Street, passed No. 28 to No. ,42.
"Make me a cUf of tea, lass, a proper
cup of tea."
"Did you see O'Hanlon?"
his ghost.

"No, if I see O'~anlon agai~, it'll be
Co~e on, lett,s go to bed."

There was an evangelistic campaign 'in
a tent on an old bomb site in the High Street.
Stanley stopped Liam as he was ,locking up the
following evening ,.
'
.
.
"Liam, would you like to come tonight
to hear the preacher in the tent?"
"Thank you, Mr. Strachan, but you know
that's not for me."
Arriving home, Stanley hung his coat
in the cloak room and, as usual, his eye caught
sight of the sash his father wore. Thank God
for men whose staunch faithfulness had protected
the province thru' the years.
If only Liam would get saved. If he ,
became a 'Christian he could trusf him just that
bit more -- then he could he more comfortable about
promoting him!
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